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WATER TUNNEL TESTS 
OF THE 
MK 25 TORPEDO 
WITH 
GAS EXHAUST THROUGH A HORIZONTAL PIPE 
GENERAL 
This report covers testa made on the MK 25 torpedo to de-
termine the effect of gas discharged through a horizontal exhaust 
pipe. This report is supplemental to the reportJ Section No. 
6.~-ar207-i275J which described teats with the gas discharged 
through a vertical fin. It was requested by Dr. E. H. ColpittsJ 
Chief of Section 6 . ~ NDRCJ in a letter dated May 4J 1944. The 
objective of both this and the former report is to examine the 
effects of discharging the turbine exhaust gases through the fin 
structure instead of through the propeller shafts . Since the 
feasibility of this new method of exhaust discharge is greatly 
dependent on the effect of the gas flow on the afterbody fin 
structure and propeller zone, both studies have been restricted 
to the observation and analysis of this flow. Determination of 
the effects of the discharge passages and gas stream on the hydro-
dynamic stability, rudder control, and propeller efficie_ncy have 
been deferred Pending the development of an exhaust passage having 
discharge characteristics that are not visibly unsatisfactory . 
Several different lengths of exhaust pipe were tested; alsoJ runs 
were made for various values of velocity and submergence and dif-
ferent amounts of gas discharged . Photographs were taken to show 
the exhaust cavities created under the different conditions . 
All data refer t o the prototype unless otherwise stated . 
Gas discharges are expressed in per cent. This figure has 
been calculated with reference to the amount of gas discharged 
from the prototype when running at 40 . 5 knots . Allowances fo r 
temperature and composit1on of the exhaust gases have been made by 
calculating the exit velocity when the torpedo is runn1ng at 40 5 
knots and iS feet submergence , computing the ratio of this veloci -
ty to that of the torpedo, and then calculating the amount of a1r 
required by the model t o obtain this velocity ratio when operating 
at the equivalent submergence . This criterion requires that a 
different rate of air flow be taken as the iOO% amount for each 
torpedo velocity investigated . HoweverJ as in the prototype) the 
mass rate of gas flow in the model is constant for any given water 
veloc1tyJ independent of the changes in tunnel pressure (i . e .J 
submergence) . 
Figure i gives details of the afterbody used in these tests 
The exhaust takes place through an oval shaped exhaust PiPe aP-
proximately 6" · xi ~4" · located directly over the vertical fin . 
The maximum extension of the exhaust pipe was 5 . 5 " beyond the 
trailing edge of the vertical rudder or to the center of the after 
propeller . 
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CAVITATION PARAMETER 
The air bubble formed by the discharge of gas from the fin 
is identical in behavior with the normal cavitation bubble. The 
shape and size of the cavitation bubbles for a SPecific projectile 
are functions of the cavitation parameter~ K. This parameter is 
normally defined as follows: 
K 
in which 
PL absolute pressure in the undistrubed liquid~ lbs/sy: ft 
PB vapor pressure corresponding to the water temperature 
lbs/sy: ft 
V velocity~ ft/sec 
p mass density of the fluid in slugs per cu ft = ~ 
g 
If (PB) is taken to represent the gas pressure within the 
bubble instead of the vapor pressure of the water~ as in normal 
investigations~ the value of K obtained by the above formula will 
be aPPlicable to an air bubble . In other words~ for equal values 
of K~ the behavior of the bubble will be the same whether the 
bubble is due to cavitation or to the injection of gas as in the 
present tests . 
The chart~ Figure 25~ shown at the end of this report~ gives 
values .of K as a function of velocity and submergence in sea water 
at a temperature of 50° Fahrenheit. For this chart the pressure 
in the bubble is assumed to be the vapor pressure for this temper-
ature. 
CAVITATION WITH NO EXHAUST 
Figures 2~ 3~ and 4 show. the cavitation effects on the model 
for values of K = 0 . 56~ 0 . ~8 , and 0 . ~7 with no gas exhaust . At 
K = 0.56 (Figure 2), cavitation is well developed at the junction 
of the nose and the body~ also it is seen along the trailing edges 
of the fins and ring . As the value of K is reduced~ the cavita-
tion effects are much more pronounced~ as seen in Figures .3 and 4. 
The value of K for 40 . 5 knots and a submergence of iS feet 
is 0 . 67. This represents the normal condition for this projectile. 
Figure 2 should be kept in mind when considering the exhaust 
cavities produced with different gas discharges as the small 
amount of cavitation shown there corresponds to a value of K con-
siderably smaller than that for the normal condition . 
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FIGURE 2 
K = 0.56 
FIGtJRE 3 
K = 0.38 
FIGURE 4 
K = 0.27 
CAVITATION FOR VARIOUS VALUES OF K 
No EXHAUST GAS 
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EXHAUST CAVITIE S 
Exhaust Pine 5 . 5 " • Long 
F~ures S J 6J and 7 show the full length of exhaust nine with 
values of K from 0 . 91 to 0 . 43 and apnroximatel y 50% of the normal 
volume of gas e xhausted . 
In analyzing these photographs one apnarent anomaly must be 
understood. The cavitation parameterJ KJ can be quite different 
for two cavities existing simultaneously on the same bodyJ p~o ­
vided that they are separated and that the gas nressures within 
the bubbles are different . For pure cavitation this latter 
condition obviously is impossibleJ since the bubble nressure can 
only be the vapor pressure of the liquid J and isJ thereforeJ the 
same for all cavities existing simultaneously on the body. How-
everJ for the case under consideration) . the exhaust gas bubble 
is at a much higher pressure than the vapor pressure of the water. 
In this bubble the only factor that limits the bubble pressure is 
the rate at which the gas is entrained and pumped away from the 
after end of · the bubble by the swirling water . In fact the gas 
pressure will rise to cause the bubble to grow until the entrain-
ment rate balances the rate of inflow from the exhaust passage. 
If the expression for the cavitation parameter is re-examined 
in the light of these coments 
K 
it willbe seen that the only item that differs in value betwe•n 
the calculat i on for the water vapor filled cavitation bubbie and 
the simultaneously existing exhaust gas bubble is PsJ and since 
this is much larger in the latter case J the corresponding value 
of K is considerably smaller . These considerations explain the 
apparent inconsistencies in Figures S J 6 J and 7 and similar 
subseque nt series in which the tunnel velocity is kept conetantJ 
while the pressure is dropped to produce reductions inK. In 
these figures the true cavitation bubbles on the nose and on the 
ring and fine are seen to increase greatly as K is reducedJ while 
the exhaust bubble shows little change . This is because the 
effective K for the exhaust bubble changes much less than does 
the tunnel K . As the tunnel pressure lowers J the exhaust pres-
sure lowers at nearly the same rateJ thus keening K practically 
constant. The only deviation will be that required to produce 
the slight 1ncrease in bubble size necessary to secure the 
additional volume of entrainment to balance the increased volume 
of exhaust whi c h results when the same mass flow is expanded to 
the lower bubble nressure . 
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FIGURE 5 
-
K 0 . 91 50% EXHAUST 
FIGURE 6 
K 0.60 50% Ex HAU ST 
FIGURE 7 
K 0.43 50% EX HAU ST 
(SAME AS FIGURE 8) 
EXHAUST CAVITIES FOR VARIOUS VALUES OF K 
EXHAUST PIPE 5.5 11 1 BEYOND TRAILING EDGE OF RUDDER 
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Figures 8~ 9~ and iO show the effect of increasing the amount 
of the exhaust with a Practically constant value of K. There 
apnears to be little~ if any~ increase in the cavitation about the 
tail with an increase in exhaust gas from 50% to iOO% of normal. 
The cavitation noted immediately adjacent to the ring and fins is 
not much different from that seen in Figure 3 with no exhaust gas . 
Exhaust Pipe i.45" • Long 
Figures ii~ i2~ and i3 show the result of shortening the 
exhaust PiPe so it extends only i.45" • beyond the trailing edge of 
the rudder. The quantity of exhaust gas was about normal and K 
was varied from 0.97 to 0.62. In Figure i2~ which about corre-
sponds to the normal values of K and volume of gas~ it is apparent 
that the exhaust cavity would cause serious interference with the 
propellers and a little int~rference with th~ rudders. When the 
value of K is lowered to 0 . 52~ it is seen in Figure i3 that the 
exhaust cavity has now combined with the cavitation bubble of the 
ring and fins~ which would make the rudders and propellers practi-
cally inoperative. 
Exhaust Pipe Flush with Edge of Shroud Ring 
Figures i4J iS~ and i6 show the effect produced with approx-
imately 50% exhaust gas and K varying from i . 02 to 0 . 47. These 
pictures clearly indicate how the exhaust cavity is drawn into 
and combines with the cavitation bubble formed by the tail. 
In Figure iS~ which illustrates the condition for the normal 
value of K~ the exhaust cavity extends practically to the center 
of the torpedo~ which would seriously imPair the operation of the 
rudders and propellers. 
The effect of varying values .of ~for practically iQO% ex-
haust gas is shown in Figures i7~ i8J and i9 . Comparing this 
series with that mentioned above~ for the same values of K and 50% 
exhaust~ it is seen that doubling the volume of the exhaust causes 
little change in the size of the exhaust cavity . The greatest 
difference in corresponding Pictures i n the two series is between 
Figures i6 and i9 . The. exhaust cavity for iOO% exhaust combined 
with the cavitation bubble is more pronounced than it is with 50% 
exhaust. However~ in both cases the cavity ex t ends around the 
entire circumference of the ring tail ~ completely enveloping the 
rudders and Propellers. 
Attention is called to the air bubbles .appearing quite gener-
ally throughout the tunnel in Figures 6~ 7~ 9J iO ~ and 23 . These 
are bubbles from the exhaust that have reappeared 1n the working 
section after traveling completely around the tunnel circuit. 
They have no significant influence on the behavior of the exhaust 
jet itself. 
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F 'l GURE 8 
K 0.43 50% EXHAUST 
(SAME AS FIGURE 7) 
F 'l GURE 9 
K 0.48 75% EXHAUST 
FIGURE lO 
K 0.46 100% EXHAUST 
EXHAUST CAVITIES FOR VARIOUS QUANTITIES OF EXHAUST GAS 
EXHAUST PIPE 5 .5 11 • BEYOND TRAILING EDGE OF RUDDER 
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FIGURE ll 
-
K :: 0, 97 · 100% EXHAUST 
-FIGURE 12 
- -
K = O.ill 100% EXHAUST 
(SAME AS FIGURE 22) 
-
K = 0 . 52 100% EXHAU ST 
EXHAUST CAVITIES FOR VARIOUS VALUES OF K 
EXHAUST PIPE 1.4511 1 BEYOND TRAI LING EDGE OF Ruoo~R 
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FIGURE 14 
K 1.02 50% EXHAUST 
F'.l GURE 15 
K 0.69 50% EXH AU ST 
FIGURE 16 
K 0.47 50% EXHAUST 
EXHAUST CAVITIES FOR VARIOUS VALUES OF K 
EXHAUST GAS 50% OF NORMAL 
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EXNAUST P IP E FLUSH WITH TRAIL I NG EDGE OF SHROUD R ING 
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-FIGURE 17 
-
K = l. 02 75% EXHAUST 
-FIGURE 18 
-
K = 0 .?1 100% EXHAUST 
(SAME AS F)GURE 24) 
-.- ---.....,~ 
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-FIGURE 19 
-
K = 0.46 100% ExHAUST 
EXHAUST CAVITIES FOR VARIOUS VALUES OF K 
EXHAUST PIPE FLUSH WITH TRAILING EDGE OF SHROUD RING 
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fiGURE 20 
FIGURE 21 
FIGURE 22 
(SAME AS FIG. 12) 
FIGURE 23 
FIGURE 24 
(SAME AS FIG. 18) 
K• o.ee 
K•0,68 
K • O.TI 
K •0.76 
K •O,TI 
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100 % EXHAUST 
100 % EXHAUST 
100 % EXHAUST 
100 cro EXHAUST 
EXHAUST CAVITIES FOR VARIOUS CONFIDENTIAL 
LENGTHS OF EXHAUST PIPE 
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CONCLUS I ONS 
Figures 20 to 24 show the exhaust cavities for the five 
different lengths of exhaust pipe and under practically normal 
conditions of velocity, submergence, and ~uantity of exhaust gas . 
It appearsJ from Figures 20 and 2i J that an exhaust pipe 
extending not less than 3 68" • beyo n d the trailing edge of the 
rudders would cause practically no interference with the rudder 
operation . It is possible, howeverJ that this length of pipe 
would permit the exhaust cavity to be drawn into the propellers . 
With the exhaust pipe extending only i 45" • behind the rud· · 
ders, as shown in Figure 22, there is a decided 1ncrease in the 
cavitation bubble immediately adjacent to the outer trailing edge 
of the rudder and there are indications that the exhaust cavity is 
extending into the vicinity of the propellers . With the propel .. 
lers in operation it is believed that this point of discharge for 
the exhaust would permit the exhaust cavity to be drawn into the 
proPellers, thus seriously reducing their effectiveness . 
When the exhaust takes place forward of the trailing edge of 
the rudders, as shown in Figures 23 and 24, the exhaust cavity, 
by combining with the cavitation bubble , assumes such proportions 
that the rudders and propellers would be comple t ely enveloped and 
made inoperative , 
The conclusion must be drawn from these tests that the only 
exhaust pipe arrangements that give any prom1se of being satisfac -
tory are the ones shown in Figures 20 and 2i , extending 5 5 "• and 
3 68 "• beyond the rudders . While the tests ind1cate that these 
arrangements may possibly guard against the exhaust cavity being 
drawn into the propellers, there is objection to the long exten-
sion of the. comparatively small exhaust pipe, since it would be 
difficult to make it strong enough to prevent damage dur1ng water 
entry or even during handling A change in the design to elimi · 
nate this objection would be desirable and is being explored 
These two series of tests have served to establish one 
necessary condition that must be fulfilled by any acceptable ex-
haust system. The exhaust must be discharged into a low pressure 
region separated from the structure of the projectile by zones 
of higher static pressure , that is aft of any low pressure region 
that offers a continuous low pressure path to the fin structure , 
afterbody , or propeller zones The gas wilt flow in the d1rec · 
tion of the pressure gradient Th1s fact explains why 1t can 
Penetrate across or against the flow of the water in certa ! n 
cases This effect is shown in Figures i3 to i9 inclusive , 23 
and 24, as well as Figures 5 . to iO and i2 and i3 of the previous 
report (Section No 6 d.-sr207·-i275) All of these figures repre · 
sent examples of violation of the condit1on for acceptable d1s. 
charge explained above 
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